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Established in 1961, WestGroupe is family operated with over 60 years 
of industry insight. Our mission has always been to provide unique 

and superior quality eyewear for the fashion-focused consumer. 
We are driven by our customer commitment to excellent service 

and exceptional product. 

WestGroupe is dedicated to defining future standards in the optical business 
by developing, creating, and supporting innovative products and services 

that allow our customers to succeed. WestGroupe offers a premium 
selection of globally recognized proprietary eyewear brands including 

FYSH, KLiiK denmark and EVATIK.

 



 

JADE

INSPIRATION

After the reign of Cucumber as the pastel hue of Summer 2022, it’s now time 
for the slightly darker Jade to rule the runways. Green is linked to self-care, 
mental and physical wellness, as well as balance, so it’s no wonder customers 
gravitate towards this soothing and grounding mid-tone. 
F-3702, with its eye-catching color, beautifully celebrates the trend.

F-3702



F-3698

 

SUPERCHARGED CRAFT
With a focus on pattern, the Supercharged Craft trend celebrates intricate details, 
giving an exuberant makeover to everyday objects thanks to unbridled creativity. 
Bold, fun, and inspired by age-old traditional know-how, the colors and motifs 
on F-3698 delight and surprise with inventiveness.

INSPIRATION



F-3705

 

FOREST FINDS
The renewed love for the great outdoors has created a desire for fresh 
nature-inspired prints, moving away from classic florals and drawing 
inspiration from trees, woodland animals, and berries instead. 
The pattern along the top rim and temples of F-3705 beautifully 
evokes Mother Nature’s bounty with its leaf-like motif.

INSPIRATION



F-3701

  

HYPER TEXTURE
Tactile, textural surfaces are all the rage, as seen on this season’s runway 
in the form of exaggerated self-colored textiles and high-contrast color 
combinations. With its patterned front and temples combined with 
a unique ombré effect, F-3701 beautifully juxtaposes hard and soft.

INSPIRATION



F-3700

 

SEA SKINS
Move over classic leopard and zebra motifs, there’s a new animal print in town! 
Inspired by the underwater world, Sea Skins looks to the depth of the oceans 
to create otherworldly prints. F-3700 is a true homage to this trend with its 
scale-like pattern along the front and temples.

INSPIRATION



F-3703

  

COLOR PLAY
Mood-boosting and perfect on any design from timeless shapes to more daring 
silhouettes, the Color Play trend modernizes classic color blocking for 2022, 
letting the wearer show their personal style with confidence. 
The unique lamination on the front of F-3703 is both wearable and appealing 
to customers looking for bold hues.

INSPIRATION



K-729

 

ROUGH TERRAIN
Rocky textures and the great outdoors inspire the timeless Rough Terrain trend, 
offering a more feminine alternative to classic camo prints. With a painterly 
marble-inspired pattern that’s elegant and easy to wear, K-729 celebrates 
the trend in a classic and approachable way sure to appeal to many consumers.

INSPIRATION



 

DIGITAL DAYDREAM
Our online lives keep inspiring fashion, with the Digital Daydream trend giving 
florals and checks a pixelated look thanks to digital filters that make them feel 
fresh and new. With its thin metal, geometric shape, and contemporary pattern 
around the rim, K-724 is both easy to wear and surprising, 
juxtaposing old and new.

K-724

INSPIRATION



K-727

 

AURA IMPRESSIONS
Inspired by the digital era, the Aura Impressions trend brings floral impressions 
into soft focus for a lo-fi, psychedelic update on timeless marbling. 
Electrifying hues and pastels are used to create a new-age watercolor look, 
as seen on K-727 with its modern take on the classic tort.  

INSPIRATION



 

SLICK SURFACES
Reflective and lustrous finishes are all over the Fall/Winter runways with chic 
high-shine materials and bold hues updating classic silhouettes and adding 
even more oomph to contemporary styles. K-726 beautifully embraces the trend 
with its modern, easy-to-wear, shiny finish.

K-726

INSPIRATION



K-722

 

INDUSTRIAL LUXE
Metal hardware is at the forefront of the Industrial Luxe trend, 
giving a modern upgrade to artfully sculpted forms and sleek finishes. 
Inspired by the sophisticated and minimalist jewelry, handbags, 
and accessories all over this season’s runway, the statement hinges of K-722 
are both eye-catching and functional—a true mark of utilitarian luxury.

INSPIRATION



K-725

 

RETRO CHECKS
With its vintage feel and modern appeal, the Retro Checks trend checks 
all the right boxes. Inspired by punk and grunge, classic plaid has always 
celebrated a rebel attitude and this new version is no different. Refined yet bold 
and edgy, the fun pattern on K-725 is a perfect representation of the trend.

INSPIRATION



E-9242

 

ARTISAN GARNET
Inspired by the ruby gemstone, the Artisan Garnet trend features deep reds, 
maroons, and wine hues that have a warm and luxurious appeal to them. 
Stunning when combined with gold, the colors give off an air of classic opulence, 
as seen with the stunning burgundy hue of E-9242.

INSPIRATION



E-9243

 

ADVANCED ARCHITECTURE
The 3D sculptural elements of the Advanced Architecture trend wow
with their manipulated volume, additional panels, and modular components. 
The step-down engraving along the rim and temples highlighted by two-tone 
coloring, give E-9243 an industrial edge that’s perfectly in line with the trend.

INSPIRATION



E-9241

 

SCI-FI MARBLE
Geological rocks and celestial stones are the inspiration behind 
the Sci-Fi Marble trend, creating an ethereal and otherworldly take 
on the classic camouflage motif that is nature-inspired without feeling
too on-the-nose. E-9241 is a true homage to the trend with its unique 
marble-inspired pattern, both unexpected and easy to wear.

INSPIRATION



E-9244

 

COPPER
Warm mineral tones of rust, copper, brown, and orange add modern appeal 
and nostalgia to this season’s designs including E-9244, with temples 
and interior coloring in a bold hue inspired by this stunning trend. 
Beautiful on any skin tone, these colors tap into the well-being theme 
and easily go luxe when paired with a metallic finish. 

INSPIRATION
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